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Whats Inside . . .             Letter From The President

Sincerely,

Dave Wolfe

 There are some great articles from our producers all accross the country and I encourage you to 
read them and enjoy the excitment they all are sharing!

 Last issue I thought I was using up all the good news but it just keeps getting better. 
This year the RSNC State Finals attendance was up by over 1000 more teams. In addition Colorado 
exploded with over 1100 teams competing at the Colorado State Finals. Congratulations to all the top 
5 State Champions who are proudly strutting around in their Cripple Creek Apparel. You are looking 
mighty sharp!

	 The	first	of	the	4	Regional	Finals	was	a	success	with	the	South	Central	Regional	in	Wichita	
Falls	Texas	hosting	720	teams.	We	are	excited	to	head	to	the	other	3	in	the	next	couple	months	as	there	
are eager contestants wanting to win some Todd Jey Custom saddles and lots of other great prizes.

 The truth is things have gotten so big that I can no longer make it to all of the new producer’s 
events and these regional events give me an opportunity to meet some new producers and tons of 
members that I haven’t got to meet. They also give RSNC an opportunity to give a big prize line to our 
very deserving membership who may not all be able to make it to the National Finals. However it is 
our hope that the Regional Experience is so good that you all decide that missing the National Finals 
will be out of the question.

 Last month we broke the news that the Finals will be in OKC along side the Battle in the 
Saddle	contest.	We	also	said	that	while	it	was	tentative,	we	expected	to	be	at	least	a	week	long	event.		
Well	here	is	the	big	news	that	I	know	you	all	will	want	to	here.	After	listening	to	you	the	membership	
and some big negotiations with the AQHA Battle in the Saddle Committee we have been able to 
rearrange the arena schedules so we can bring it back to a 6 day event that will end on Sunday July 8th.  
We	added	arena	time	and	more	sorting	pens	and	are	giving	our	membership	both	the	cake	and	frosting	
with	an	awesome	facility	and	a	shortened	schedule.	We	want	you	there	and	we	are	jumping	thru	hoops	
to make it work for you. See the schedule on page 6.

 You can now book your stalls and reserve your motel rooms at the Biltmore if you haven’t 
already. By the way over 200 stalls are already booked and it is only February. This promises to be the 
biggest and best ever and all eyes will be watching just to see where our sport can go. 

 Not only is RFD TV going to be there all week, they are interviewing us now about what 
RSNC has planned to continue to break every record that this equine sport has set for growth and 
participation.		We	have	a	show	on	RFD	TV	3	weeks	in	march	plus	a	1	hour	special	with	two	of	our	best	
Shelly	Fitzgerald	and	Brian	Buckner	on	the	horse	show	channel	DISH	232	on		April	2.

	 I	happened	to	look	back	at	the	Presidents	letter	exactly	one	year	ago.	We	were	all	pumped	up	to	
try	to	hit	5000	members	by	the	National	Finals.	Just	in	case	you	haven’t	heard,	we	just	passed	14,000	
members and we haven’t even turned you loose yet for next years free memberships drive! 

	 That	starts	now	and	I	am	confident	that	each	and	every	one	of	you	can	go	find	at	least	one	new	
friend	to	introduce	to	the	fun	we	are	all	so	kindly	willing	to	share.	We	will	again	give	you	and	free	
2012/13	membership	right	along	with	them.	You	have	between	March	and	July	to	do	it	so	it	is	open	
season and time to make new friends. Spring is here and they are waiting for your invitation to saddle 
up	their	horse.	Brig	them	to	an	event	and	bring	them	to	the	Finals.	We	promise	you	won’t	be	
disappointed!!!!!
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TITLE SPONSOR OF RSNC NATIONAL FINALS
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Bayou State, LA
Boy!! Things are really rolling right along here! 
Have you heard about our show from last week-

end?!?! Our sixth show, and we had 300 teams!!! We 
are soooo excited and we’re getting so much good 

feedback - people seem to be loving it! For our Feb-
ruary show, we’re going to start running two pens. 
Keep your fingers crossed....if we keep growing at 
the rate we’re going, we may have to think about 
moving to a two day format before too long. I just 

can’t believe it!!!!
 

We have our state finals scheduled for March 17th, 
so I’ve been in touch with Leslie at Maynard buck-
les. We got a design all worked out, and I sent out 

a check yesterday for our first “BSRS State Fi-
nals” buckles. EXCITING!!!!!!! Our folks here are 
excited!! I printed out the email that y’all sent out 

yesterday with all of the information for Oklahoma 
City and took all the details out to the barn. Our 

group is raring to go - we can’t wait to make the trip 
to OKC!!

 
So many exclamation points.......did I tell you how 
excited I am?!?!?! I have met so many awesome 

people through RSNC events and ranch sorting - lots 
and lots of new friends......I’m lovin’ it!!

 
Well, attached is the flyer - guess I’d better get back 
to work. Still have some paperwork to finish up from 

the show to send in to you all for Horse Earnings 
Tracking, and I’ve got to fill out our new contract 

that y’all sent to Mike and get that sent back in.....he 
just hands me all of the paperwork now and tells me 
to “handle it”. He jokingly refers to me as the Bayou 
State Ranch Sorting President - I told him the only 

way that I will accept the title is if it comes with a ti-
ara (which must have something horsey incorporated 
into it somewhere) and a big, shiny buckle that says 

“PRESIDENT”. LOL!!! We’re having a blast!!!!
 

   

   Thanks for all that y’all do-  
   I am soooooo glad that we  
   are a part of the RSNC 
   family!
 
           Talk to you soon!
                     Jamie

Flintstone, GA 
Congratulations to Megan McClain of Benton, Kentucky, High Point 
Overall Grand Champion at Eagles Rest Ranch (ERR) for February.  

Brian McClain, Benton, Kentucky, was 2nd place and Jack Pemberton, 
Murfreesboro, Tennessee, placed third.  We had a total of 234 teams and 

a wonderful day!
ERR produces a sorting the first Saturday of every month as a fundraiser 

for our SpiritHorse Therapeutic Riding program.  On March 3rd  we 
will again be offering added money in three classes, a one of a kind 

ERR RSNC belt buckle for the High Point Winner and 2 bronc halters, 
as well as ‘fun’ prizes awarded by the judge or producer for each class.
In our SpiritHorse program we work with mental and physical develop-
mental disabilities, spinal cord and brain injuries, social disorders, youth 
at risk and we are in the planning stages for a veterans program.  We are 
a 501(c)3 non-profit and this event raises money for scholarships for our 

SpiritHorse riders.
ERR has a 100’ x 200’ covered arena with overhang of 25’ on the sides 
and stalls around the arena.  We offer a nice concession area, bleachers 
and a bath-house.  We offer complete trailer hook-ups with electricity, 
water and sewer. We have wonderful sand and footing for our riders.  

Come join the FUN!
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   NATIONAL FINALS SCHEDULE
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Wisconsin State 
Finals

We thank RSNC and all the contestants for a great year. We can’t wait to see every-
one this year for our series with $1000 added and trophy belt buckles! Call Sheryl 

for more information at 715-432-7444
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MARCH 30 - APRIL 1, 2012
Cinch Eastern Super Sort

Sorter Set To Converge on Tennessee

 Ranch sorters all across the Eastern states are looking forward to the RSNC Super Sort event to hit that part of the country. The Cinch Eastern Regional Super Sort will be the crown jewel of 
ranch sorting events east of the Mississippi River for 2012. From Florida to Maine, Illinois to the Eastern seaboard, as well as Ontario and Quebec, Canada, this one event invites competitors of the sorting 
pens to unite, compete and enjoy one of the RSNC’s finest. In addition, there will be plenty of chances for huge payouts, great prizes and let’s not forget the great family fun of ranch sorting.
 The Cinch Eastern Regional Super Sort will be hosted at the Walter State Great Smoky Mountains Expo Center in Morristown, Tennessee. Sorters can mark their calendars for March 30 through 
April 1 to take part of in this event, and enjoy two days of sorting for every caliber of sorter. The Super Sorts are all about big championships and the RSNC has held nothing back. To begin, sorters will 
have a chance to ride for 60% payback in most events and no less than 50% in any event. Additionally, there will be lots of prizes up for grabs. From Todd Jey trophy saddles, Justin boots, RSNC trophy 
jackets, Iconoclast boots and trophy buckles, the RSNC has a whole stock-pile of prizes ready for this event.
 Not only will the excitement of the Cinch Regional Super Sort take center stage for sorters and their families, the great state of Tennessee, ‘Volunteer State,’ as well as the city of Morristown will 
roll out the welcome mat for sorters, families and friends. Morristown is the county seat of Hamblen County, and although it is the smallest county in Tennessee, it is a beautiful place to visit and packs a 
punch when it comes to hospitality and comfort. Located within the Holston River Valley, nestled between the Great Smoky Mountains to the south and the rugged Clinch Mountains to the north, natural 
beauty and rich history is abundant.
Morristown has deep roots in rich history. Dubbed the “Crossroads of Dixie,” it is where the main roads between Knoxville to Baltimore cross the famous Buffalo Trail from Cumberland Gap. These long 
used paths have united many throughout the years and will once again play crossroads for ranch sorters as they meet to compete for some of this years big RSNC payouts.
 For those who want to get their kicks on the history of Morristown, you can’t miss the  General Longstreet’s Headquarters. Filled with historic memorabilia from the Civil War era, it is a perfect 
setting for any historic buff. Not far from the Longstreet House sits historic Bethesda Church & Cemetery. This picturesque plot of land features a look at both Civil War and local history of the area. A ma-
jestic stone archway, graves dating from the 1700’s and a church that was used as a hospital during the Civil War takes visitors back in time.  Finally, every visitor need to stop by and see the Davy Crockett 
Tavern.  Although it is a replica of the boyhood home of Tennessee hero Davy Crockett, the museum contains artifacts from Davy’s childhood and tells the story of this legendary figure in American his-
tory.
 Modern amenities are mixed into the historic scenes in Morristown. Overhead sidewalks and Downtown Morristown is an adventure in itself. Downtown Main Street is filled with beautiful ar-
chitecture, great shopping and tasty restaurants. Completed in 1969, the downtown “SkyMart” was an ambitious urban renewal project that added a second, overhead sidewalk to Morristown’s Main Street. 
The sidewalks have recently been renovated and serve as a unique venue for downtown’s festivals and events.
 Sorters will feel welcome and at home in Morristown. Locals are among the friendliest anywhere, take pride in their community and are open to entertain and welcome visitors. The  mild climate 
and perfect southern hospitality will be just as inviting as the RSNC event itself. Sorters are welcomed to this event and invited to stay a while and enjoy Morristown, the great state of Tennessee and the 
opportunity to enjoy one of the best ranch sorting events of the year!

APRIL 6 - 8, 2012
North Central Super Sort

 Loveland, Colorado and “The Ranch” at the Larimer County Fairgrounds will establish another chapter for the RSNC and their quest to host the biggest ranch sorting event of the year. The Cinch 
North Central Super Sort is scheduled for April 6-8, 2012 and the sorters are already talking about it being one of the biggest and best events of the year. Although it is only one of the four Super Sort stops 
on the RSNC schedule, the overwhelming number of sorters in the region will make it one event to attend. In addition, the RSNC has a prize line that is second to none and a showcase of classes for every 
type of today’s ranch sorter. Add this together with one of the country’s leading facilities inside the setting of beautiful Colorado and you get the perfect arrangement for one great event.
 Sorters from the states of New Mexico, Utah, Oklahoma, Nebraska, Wyoming, Montana, North and South Dakota, Iowa and Indiana will converge on Colorado soil for ranch sorting competition 
that will no doubt be second to none. As the RSNC format opens the door for more and more newcomers to the sorting pens, as well as the large number of returning competitors who have been the grow-
ing pot for the sport, this event will incorporate it all.
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 The RSNC has a proven record of showcasing the best in the sport and the Super Sort events adds to their quest to make the sport of ranch sorting one of the most exciting and addicting equine 
sports in the Country. This event will host a slew of chances for sorters to walk away winners. With 60% payback in most of the event classes and 50% in others, their will be plenty of money available to 
fill the pockets of the champions. Additionally, Todd Jey Saddles will be available to highpoint riders and Justin Boots will be awarded to Reserve champions. The prizes don’t stop there though and the 
three day event will deliver RSNC trophy jackets, or Iconoclast boots and custom trophy buckles to winners of classes.
 The North Central Super Sort is just a hop and a skip away from the RSNC home office and the hosting facility has been a friend to them for many years. The Ranch is one of the premier equine 
facilities in the west and the roots to the Larimer County Fairgrounds. Since its opening in 2003 it has become the center stone of large and super successful entertainment for many different type of events. 
 The city of Loveland has been part of the western heritage and has continued to keep the cowboy image alive while sitting at the doorway to one of the most pristine wildernesses in the country. 
Loveland’s rather long history dates back to the mid 1800’s. The Big Thompson Valley was once a scattered assortment of small farms along the banks of the river. A small trading post and toll bridge 
sprang up in 1862 and was soon followed by an Overland stage stop. By 1877, the Colorado Central Railroad made its way through modern day Loveland to join Longmont to Cheyenne. Not too long 
afterwards a mercantile business was opened. This original store is still standing on the northwest corner of Cleveland Avenue and Fourth Street. With this humble beginning, the city of Loveland was born. 
Visitors can learn much more about its rich history at Loveland Museum/Gallery at Fifth Street and Lincoln Avenue. Within the museum, historic rooms and shops have been recreated including Mariano 
Medina’s cabin.
 As a suburb of the much larger Fort Collins, the two cities have continued to grow towards each other and have become a Mecca in Northern Colorado. Part of the inviting pieces of Loveland 
is the natural beauty of Colorado. The Big Thompson Canyon just outside Loveland is the gateway to the Rockies. This narrow canyon mouth is the famous entrance to Estes Park Village, as well as the 
Rocky Mountain National Park. As one of the most visited National Parks in the country, visitors and vacationers flock each year for a taste of its beauty.
 Sorters from some of the biggest states that represent the RSNC will no doubt find the North Central Super Sort one of the biggest events of the year. You can bet the Sorting action will be hot, 
the fun abundant and the payouts rewarding. The RSNC is gunning for another success story and have held nothing back to make this a great event. Don’t miss it!

APRIL 20 - 22, 2012
Cinch Western Regional Super Sort

Change up Opens Door For Western Sorters

 Sorters across the West– Listen Up! Don’t think you are going to be left out of the fun of some of the biggest sorting events of the year. The RSNC is coming your way with the Cinch Western 
Regional Super Sort. Although it was originally scheduled to be held in Carson City, Nevada, the event has been moved due to conflict within the city and the lack of hotel room availability. However, the 
RSNC went to work and found another location capable of hosting an event of this magnitude and in early hindsight might be even better suited for sorters and the RSNC Super Sort event. Ceres, 
California and the Diamond Bar Arena will play host this the first Super Sort event for sorters in the Western states to enjoy.
 The friendly owners of Diamond Bar Arena and the small town life of Ceres is a perfect match for the friendly hospitality of the RSNC. Ranch sorters can sit back and enjoy this event under 
friendly conditions, while still having a chance to ride for big money. The event welcomes sorters from six western states including Washington, Oregon, Idaho, Nevada, Arizona and of course California, 
as well as British Columbia and Canada. Sorters in these states have grown considerably over the past few years and the Super Sort event gives them an opportunity to compete on a more national level. In 
addition, the prize line that includes Todd Jey Saddles to high point champions, Justin Boots to Reserve High Piont winners and RSNC trophy jackets, Iconoclast boots and lots of trophy buckles 
unmatched by any event. Like the four other Super Sort events the payout will be maxed out as well. There will be 60% payout in most events and no less than 50% payout in any division.
 The hosting facility of Diamond Bar Arena is owned by a husband and wife who have been in the horse industry their entire lives. Owners, Shane and Kim Parson have owned the facility a little 
over ten years and in that time have converted the once roping facility into a multi-plex arena and full care boarding facility. Diamond Bar Arena has entertained many different types of activities 
throughout the years including barrel races and gymkhanas to horse shows, 4-H events and ranch sorting. They are very detail oriented and know what sorters want and will aim to please. Additionally, 
Kim and Shane enjoy what they do and are happy to provide a family oriented and safe place for event goers that sorters are sure to enjoy.
 The city of Ceres is located in the San Joaquin Valley along State Route 99, south of Modesto and north of Turlock. With a small town atmosphere, the city has many fun and enjoyable events for 
locals and visitors to enjoy. Street fairs, local concerts, and more, the city never sits still and there seems to always be something to do and see.
 History runs deep in Ceres and the first families that inhabited the area can be dated back to 1867. Some of the very first homes built in the late 1800’s are still standing giving the traditional look 
of the city and the heritage they are proud of.
 Today there are less than 50,000 people who live in Ceres which have a rich deep history in agricultural and western heritage. Comfortable climates year round, the city sits south of the 
Tuolumne River that many local head to enjoy part of California’s beauty.  As a growing community with a heartfelt commitment to retaining its small neighborhood personality Ceres will be a welcoming 
sight for the many sorters who will attend the Cinch Western Regional Super Sort.
 Sorters will feel right at home in Ceres and the Diamond Bar Arena during their trek to one of the biggest sorting events of the year. The RSNC may have lucked out to find such a great place 
to host the event. With the thought of having personal attention, friendly people and a great location for all western sorters to attend, this event will no doubt feature a big statement for the sport and the 
RSNC. Without a doubt, this will be an event that showcases everything the RSNC stands for, including the family-fun values, and personal attention that has helped it become the #1 Equine Family Sport.

For Schedule and class details see flyer at www ranchsorting com

To Reserve Stalls call 970 897 2901--
..
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South TX
State Finals

South Texas State Finals were held at Robstown Texas 
on January 21, 2012 during the Nueces County Fair.  The 

weather and the cattle were great and a good time was 
had by all.  Old friends were reunited and new friends 

were made.  When the dust settled the South Texas State 
Champions were:  Lisa Paxton/Beginner, Becky Curl/
Rookie, Tiny Marquart/Novice, Pete Gilman/Amateur, 

and Edith Cook/Masters.  We really thank our 
sponsors Lonestar Country Store, Access Ford, and An-

drews Distributing.   

Class winners are listed below:
ALHC

1st-Dutton Lane/Randy Main
2nd- Tiny Marquart/Edith Cook

3rd- Tiny  Marquart/Sandy Torres
 
#4

1st-Lisa Baylor/Rocky Baylor
2nd-Anna Richardson/Dena Richardson

3rd- Darlene Olsen/Julie Duty
 

#12
1st- Dena Richardson/Steve Kuecker

2nd- Tiny Marquart/Laura Perez
3rd- Wayne Vinson/Harold

 
#11 Rookie HC-

1st Becky Curl/Tim Curl
2nd Kassy Torres/Sixto Torres

3rd  Darlene Olsen/Becky Sheppard
 

#10 Masters 
1st  Randy Main/Dicky Richardson
2nd  George Birck/Becky Sheppard
3rd- George Birck/Carolyn Hawley

 
#6HC 

1st Randy Main/Sixto Torres
2nd Sandy Torres/Randy main
3rd  Rodi Torres/Sandy Torres

 
Rookie Champion-Becky Curl

 
Masters Champion- Edith Cook

 
Novice Champion- Johnathon (Tiny) Marquart

 
#4 Champion- Rocky Baylor, Lisa Baylor

 
#6HC Winners- Randy Main/Sixto Torres

 
#10 Masters Winners- Randy Main/Dickie Richardson

 
#11 Rookie RH HC Winners- Becky Curl/Tim Curl

 
#12HC Winners- Steve Kuecker/Dena Richardson

 
ALHC Winners- Dutton Lane/Randy Main
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Arizona State Finals

8575

L8507

8583

L7004

L8506

8572

8570

8573

8569

8574

8582

L8509

New ostrich styles. Boots that make a statement.

www.JustinAQHA.com

Congratulates it’s State Champions and thanks them for their support!
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WY State Finals
It was a great state finals in Douglas, Wyoming. It was a 
great turn out with 315 teams competing. Class winners 

included:
Masters: Mickey and Susie Plemons

#11 Rookies HC: Andrew Lebercht and Claudia Hershey
#12 HC: Rick and Laure Errington

#6 Cheree Lebercht and ManDee Moore
All Level: Leah Hochhalter and Kason Wolfe

Youth: Courtney Reynolds
Wyoming State Finals winners:

Beginner
1: Loretta Gosset

2: Laurie Errington
3: Diane Stoddared

4: Courtney Reynolds
5: Coy Thar

Rookie
1: ManDee Moore

2: Jack Moore
3: Helen Sumner
4: Anita LaFord
5: Bob Hageman

Novice
1: Jeremy Reynolds

2: Rick Errington tie with
Cheree Lebrecht

3: Leah Hochhalter
4: Steve Torrance

Masters
1: Mickey Plemons
2: Susie Plemons
3: Harvey Gibbs
4: Steve Torrance
5: Rick Errington

Fun was also had by all Jan. 21st in Rapid City South Dako-
ta to kick off the Black Hills Stock Show. This was another 

great show 341 teams.
#10 HC Rachel Haiar and Lisa Horn
#10 HC Rachel Haiar and Lisa Horn

#11 Rookie HC Wesley Freiheit and Harold Gage
#13 HC Wesley Freiheit and Jeremy Reynolds

#4 Cherl Evans and Rachel Haira
#6 HC Daniel Henrichs and John McGriff

All Level HC Claudia Hershey and Kevin Speer
Youth Coy Thar

Thar’s Ranch Sorting would like to thank all of our sorters 
that support our events, and remind everyone that all points 
accumulated at Thar’s Ranch Sorting makes sorters eligible 

for year-end prizes awarded at our 2 day show May 12 -13 in 
Gillette, WY. We would like to give a BIG THANK YOU to 
our sponsors, Animal Medical Center, Hubbard Life Feeds, 
Thunder Basin Ford, N-Line services, Thar’s Feed, Quality 
Aggregate, Robertson Trucking, and Kissack water & Oil.
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Magee, MS
 The Buckner and Bynum families would like to say a huge THANK YOU to all who 

came to our first RSNC Sanctioned show at our home in Magee, MS.  We also want everyone 
to know how much we appreciate everyone’s patience while Ms. Brenda got to know the RSNC 

software.  We promise to have all the major bugs worked out for our next show.
 The real show started for us on Friday getting the cattle truck stuck not once but twice.  
The local semi wrecker service learned our address very well.  We had to go to our local sale barn 

unload the semi and Brian had to go pick the cattle up with our 9 horse trailer.  Then came the 
panels that are so heavy it took two men to move them after the tractor brought them in the arena.  
Not to mention the arena was soaking wet.  A special thanks to Jeff Koontz, Albert May, and Rip 
Rippy for all their help on Friday with out you guys we would not have been ready for Saturday.  

 Saturday was a beautiful day full of sorting.  We started the day off with the All Levels 
Handicap where Dustin Johnson seemed to do no wrong.  He was first with Cody Lorick then 

second with Clay Courson.  Finishing 3rd was Sonya Buckner and Ethan Lorick.  The next class 
for the day was the # 13 Handicap 1st went to Sonya Buckner and Ethan Lorick 2nd Dustin 

Johnson and Alan Lorick 3rd Harrell Smith and Lynn Ray and 4th was Brian Buckner and Paul 
Moore.  

     Here is where the waiting started and again our sincerest apologizes to everyone the # 
11 Ranch Hand with a # 4 cap on the sorter.  1st went to Sonya Buckner and LeAnn Johnson 2nd 
Brian Buckner and Rip Rippy 3rd Rip Rippy and Albert May.  Next we went straight into the # 
6 Handicap where Alan Lorick and Cindy Morgan finished up 1st 2nd went to Ethan Lorick and 

Cody Lorick 3rd Albert May and Cindy Morgan 4th Michael Lambert and Cindy Morgan.  It looks 
like this was the class for Cindy Morgan and Lorick family, good job guys.

 The Beginners class was the last class of the day with Jeff Koontz and Makenzie Moore 
taking home 1st place 2nd went to John Waldrup and Ashley Scott 3rd Brian 

Johnson and Ashley Scott.
 Check out www.bucknercowhorses.com for our flier on this show and the points standing 

for the Jeff Smith high point saddle and the high point buckle.  
Thanks again for all the participation.  SEE YOU NEXT TIME.
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Magee, MS  RSNC Sorting
2012

Schedule Of Events
Producer: Brian Buckner

April 21
May 12
June 23
July 28

August 18
September 8
October 13

November 17
December 8
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Purcell                                                      OklahomaCultivating the Beginner Sorter
Ann and Tony Cole

Four Hoof Drive Sorting

 Beginners are the future of our sport. We all benefit when ranch sorting grows, but ensuring that newcomers are attracted to the sport and stay to grow into the higher divisions can be a 
challenge. Ranch sorting producers, Ann and Tony Cole, share their ideas to increase interest in beginner level classes. The Coles have had a history of helping beginners with their horses so they tend 
to be “beginner friendly”. 
 “We hosted a beginner clinic one week before our January show” states Tony Cole. “The result was fantastic, we doubled our beginner class and had 104 teams.” The clinic was designed to 
help beginners get started in the sport. The Coles limited the clinic to 15 riders so everyone would receive individual attention. Beginners are often worried about being yelled at or getting 
embarrassed so it is important to provide an environment so they can feel comfortable learning. Fortunately, the Coles were able to get local clinicians  to help teach the clinic. These experienced 
sorters are naturally soft spoken and were able to make everyone feel comfortable from the start. All the clinic participants started on foot, learning how to direct the cattle one direction or the other 
and progressed to working the cattle from horseback. The clinic began at 9:00 a.m. and ended at 5:00 p.m. with a break for lunch. Offering a lunch break during the clinic allowed everyone to get to 
know each other and ask questions of the clinicians. The lunch break also allowed time to introduce the beginners to the RSNC and go over the rules of the sport. “By the end of the day, everyone was 
having so much fun they almost didn’t want to leave” said Ann Cole. With the excitement generated at the clinic, it naturally bled over to the riders wanting to attend the next show and with the show 
being that following weekend, almost everyone who attended the clinic entered the beginner class in the January show. Plus by having explained the rules, and having a jackpot like fun class at the 
end of the clinic, the beginners knew what to expect when they arrived at the actual show.
 Another way to attract beginners is to offer prizes other than the payout for the class. “For our show, the top five in each division got a prize” Tony said. “We were lucky to have two won-
derful sponsors for our show, Lumber 2 Home and Ranch and Purina Mills”. Both companies helped get prizes for the show, but even if you cannot get a sponsor, prizes do not have to be expensive. 
For our beginner youth class, every youth that participated got a prize. They received a feed scoop with a small bag of horse treats and then a hoof pick or comb in bright colors. “The youth loved 
being able to take home something, it really didn’t matter what it was, just as long as they got something to show their friends and relatives” said Ann. Hopefully, since the youth had so much fun, 
they will want to come back to our next show. 
 Beginners will not be able to move up in the divisions without practice. So, Ann and Tony host a ranch sorting practice at their barn once a week. “During our practice sessions, we make 
sure that anyone new to our practice is asked if they want some help to get started”, says Tony. Many times, the people attending practice for the first time are reluctant to ask for help so by 
mentioning it first, the new comer feels more comfortable asking for help. Tony mentions “Ann is good with beginners; she has a lot of patience.” While Ann is a beginner ranch sorter she is 
experienced in other areas. Ann makes sure she asks newcomers to their practice if they would like to be “coached” while they are practicing. When they say yes, both Ann and Tony help them by 
making comments while they are riding or immediately afterward to help the newcomer see what they could to make their ride a little bit better. Since these new riders get to know us during practice, 
they do not hesitate to come up and talk to us when they come to the shows. “We always make a point to talk to everyone and to let them know that if they need some help all they have to do is ask.” 
Tony mentioned. Since these people have gotten to know the Cole’s outside of their RSNC Shows, they feel more comfortable attending that first show. 
 It is important to remember that when comments are made to a beginning sorter to help them improve that the focus of the comment is on how to improve, not on what was done wrong. 
“If a beginner never feels like he or she is doing the right thing the right way then they give up and quit” says Tony. To make this sport last a long time and to continue long term, we have to grow 
our beginners into seasoned competitors. “This is really a win-win-win situation here” Ann says. “The RSNC gets more members, the producers get more riders at their shows and the beginner gains 
confidence and has a better time when they do compete”. If anyone has questions or would like to get ideas from the Coles, please feel free to contact them by e-mail at tcole4hd@yahoo.com. 
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When my husband, Mark Link said he wanted to produce some RSNC shows this 
winter, I had some misgivings.  When he talks about putting on a show, it generally 
means that he wants me to be the show secretary.  We had done some jackpot shows 
in the past and I knew how much paperwork is involved for the show secretary.  
Mark has been following the RSNC’s growth for a while now and has gotten very 
enthusiastic about how the association works.  So I said, yes, let’s try doing some 
with RSNC.  Celsey, (pronounced with a hard ‘C’ like Celtic) our 25 year-old 
daughter offered co-produce our series of shows.  With one more adult to share the 
work of a show, it made a lot more sense to us.   

So Celsey contacted the RSNC early in the winter and got our show dates and our 
flyer approved.  The RSNC helped us define which classes to have and what our flyer 
should look like.  They had a flyer template to go by which ensures that all the 
pertinent information is on it.  Once we had our dates approved, we received the 
software from the RSNC.  We installed it on two computers, a laptop and a 
desktop.  The RSNC requires that you run a mock show through their software so 
that you become familiar with it.  So we did that and went through the process of 
setting up teams and running the class and entering the times.  We had planned on 
having another mock show with real people, but the weather didn’t cooperate and we 
didn’t get that done.  

A few days before the show, the RSNC sent out the current membership database and 
software updates.  Updating the computers with these two items was very simple.  
For any current RSNC member, I had their membership status, their rating and what 
state they were from.  

The day of the show arrived and I got our computer set in our show secretary’s 
office.  It was a cold, rainy day, but since we have a large indoor arena, everyone 
could stay indoors with their horses and watch the show when they weren’t riding.  I 
networked the two computers together by taking my wireless router out to the arena 
as well.  This worked great and we were able to avoid buying a bunch of network 
cable.  The instructions on networking the computers that RSNC provided were 
helpful and this was actually quite simple to do.  In the secretary’s booth, I had my 
printer, my computer and monitor, a copy of the RSNC rulebook, the latest 
membership printout that RSNC had sent us and all the RSNC instructions on the 
software.  We had a table and chairs set up to give people a place to write their 
entries.  Once I started getting entries in, I entered the teams and put together the first 
class.  With the RSNC membership database and software, entering the teams went 
quickly.  When that was done, I did the draw and the show began.  

Before I got the first class completed, I was a little stressed out, but after that was 
done, I was able to get out of the booth, visit with people, track people down with 
questions and have fun.  For this first show we manually entered our times, but we 
have purchased a Farmtek timer, so we will be using that for the rest of our shows.  
This should help simplify some of the timing work.  

Helping people check out and pay their entries or receive their winnings went fairly 
smoothly and by the end of the day I was tired, but still happy and in a good mood.  
We had 144 teams at our first show and everyone seemed to have a great time.  
Next show I will do a few things differently.  I bought a set of plastic shoe boxes for 
a dollar apiece from Big Lots which I will label with the class name and people can 
put their entries in there instead of handing them to me and interrupting me while I 
am working on entering the teams.  I’ll get the coffee going a little earlier and the 
muffins out sooner.  I’ll get my computer set up the night before.  I’ll turn the heat 
on in the office the night before.  I’ll have a heater running under my desk.   And, I’ll 
know ahead of time that it is going to be a great day!  

For the membership of RSNC, we at Atwood Hat Co. would like to offer black and chocolate  5X 
hats that retail for $215.00 for 174.95 and buckskin, traditional silverbelly that retail for $240.00 for 

$200.00.  If you want a 4 1/2 or 5 inch brim, add $5.00.  These hats are available in Low Crown, 
Regular Crown, Open Crown or Square Top. We are also offering the 4X black for $135 for a 4 inch 
brim and $140 for a 4 1/2 inch brim. RSNC has been very good to us and the members have always 
been friendly and welcoming to their events.  These hats are 100% rabbit fur and hand crafted as are 

all of our felt hats.  I hope this discount is helpful to the membership of RSNC.

Brimfield, IL
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San Martin, CA
Along with all the great RSNC ranch sorting going on in California, the Pacific Penning

and Sorting Association (PPSA) is proud to introduce the RSNC Program into our area.  San
Martin is a small community approximately 50 miles south of San Francisco, which we call the 

central coast.  This was the first RSNC event which we had the privilege of promoting.  We drew 
teams from all over California and also were very pleased to have RSNC members as far as

Nevada and Wyoming come to participate.  Congratulations to our High Point Buckle winner 
Joe Sanford of Ceres, California.  The buckle was in memory of Fred Lonnberg our past 

president who recently died in a tragic auto accident.  I would like to thank all the members
who helped from start to finish, Thorson’s arena for providing their great facility, our fabulous

office help, our flagger Frances March and Wendy Wedemeyer who was instrumental in making
the RSNC sorting a success.  The PPSA is looking forward to promoting many more RSNC events

in the future.  Thank you RSNC for such a great format to follow.

Ron Lowery 
President PPSA



Wheatland, WY
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The Whip-N-Spur series finals were held December 10th and 11th at the 
Top Hatt Arena in Wheatland Wyoming.   Buckles were awarded to the 

following: 
All Levels: Lisa Horn

Beginner/Rookie #11 Gate: David Horn
Beginner/Rookie #11 Sorter: Bobbie Stevens

#8: Lisa Horn 
Masters: Steve Torrance

Hard Luck Sorter: Julie Weeks
Employee of the Year: LeAnne Dingman
Saddles were awarded to the following:

Super Sorter: Isebel Hiatt
Best of the Best Sorter: David Horn 

Special thanks to our year end buckle sponsors: Kacy Hatten of “Sliding 
K Performance Horses” and the Best Western Hotel in Wheatland.  A very 
special thanks to Harvey Gibbs of “Last Chance Saddlery” for providing 

the handmade saddles for the year end awards. 
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Joints
Gastric Support 

Blood/Vascular
Hoof

Digestion
Skin/Coat

Advanced 
Joint Support Formula
Plus 125 mgs of H/A!

Introductory
SPECIAL
OFFER!

UNITED VET EQUINE
800-328-6652

www.UnitedVetEquine.com

EXCEED 6-WAY™ (Pellets)
64721550       6 lb(Approx. 1 mo. supply) ...............$89.95 FOB
64721554     12 lb(Approx. 2 mo. supply) .............$174.75 FOB
64721558     24 lb(Approx. 4 mo. supply) .............$335.50 FOB

Costs approx. $2.73 per serving

MATRIX 5™ H/A (Pellet)

64721484        5 lb        (Approx. 3 mo. supply)......................$87.90 FOB
64721488      10 lb        (Approx. 5 mo. supply)....................$169.75 FOB
64721492      20 lb      (Approx. 10 mo. supply)....................$329.95 FOB

Costs Approx. $2.12 per serving

RSNC Members –
15% OFF either product!

When calling, use Code RSNC11

MATRIX 5™ H/A

High level 

support –

ALL-IN-ONE 

PRODUCT!
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Spring Towing 
Carries Special Risk

 As we head into March and April, we begin to see longer, warmer 
days and the ride bug is kicking in hard, after what seems like forever stuck at 
home.  You are starting to see the green growth and the robins have started 
populating your yard.  Also, the first of flowers are starting to  brighten our 
days too. Are you thinking, this weekend we are going to go out there, hook 
up the trailer and head out to catch up with old friends we might not have 
seen in awhile and start knocking the rust off ourselves and our horses?  Hang 
on right quick!  We need to check a few things before we head down the road 
and put ourselves and/or our horses at risk.  At risk of what you might ask?  
Now is the time for a dry run with the trailer.  If you will just take that extra 
couple hours, it might just make it so you can ride a lot more when you do get 
out to that show or practice. Let me give you a few reminders before you hit 
the road:  
 1. Tires- How did our tires fair thru the winter months?  I would be 
willing to bet that your tires are going to be 10-15 pounds low on air.  Why, 
because cold air is more dense than warm air.  You had your tires set during 
those warm months and then, we just had winter that has caused them to lose 
air pressure.  You also need to look for flat spots depending on how or when 
the last time your trailer moved it could cause it to bounce and handle just a 
little funny.  We also need to look for cracks in the side walls and the treads.   
Yet, if you will take a few minutes and pull down to the local service station 
you can start getting rid of those flat spots and get the tires to the right air 
pressure.  Don’t forget to check the spare and make sure it is in good shape.  
 2. Lights- While at the service station checking the tires, it would be a 
good idea to check all your lights to make sure that your first trip out doesn’t 
end up with a ticket for faulty equipment.  When the tickets have to come out 
of the ride budget they can leave it a little shorter than we intended.  
If you take the hour or so to check out these few items you will get to that 
sorting a little easier, a little cheaper, and have more fun.  It sure beats being 
stranded on the side of the road with a flat.
 Now that we have the trailer ready to pull, it is time to make sure we 
have what we need in the trailer.  We all know blowouts will happen when 
we really don’t want them or expect them to, but we do need to be able to 
change a tire without taking our horses out.  So, make sure that you have a 
trailer ramp and a lug star that fits both your truck and trailer.  They don’t take 
up that much room but they will save you a ton of time should anything go 
wrong.
 This is also a time of year that we need to be weather aware while we 
pull, especially if you are pulling in the plains states of Oklahoma, Kansas, 
Texas, Arkansas, Missouri, and Nebraska. As mother nature can bring 
dangerous storms up in a hurry.  I would say that a safe and smart captain 
would know three or four alternative routes to both a sorting and home.  You 
might want to go ahead and invest in a new atlas and/or make sure you have 
your GPS system updated, so you can avoid when mother nature gets cranky.  
 Don’t forget it is Truck Month! if you need anything contact me at 
bwoods@vancedeals.com or www.brittwoodsdirect.com.

 I hope everybody has a great start to the 2012 show season!

Britt Woods

RSNC Poetry Corner
Penning and Sorting Addiction:

Two riders walk in as they open the gate,
the horses are nervous  as they anticipate

The cattle are numbered zero to nine
Which	one	will	be	first	when	the	clock	starts	to	time.

One rider goes in when a number is called
The action is fast and there’s no time to stall

He looks for the calf as his partner guards the gate
The clock is a counting and there’s no time to waste!

It’s there  on the wall” he hears his partner call
His horse blocks then pushes it out  and turns to face them all

The partner has spotted the second calf there in the mix
He hopes he can hold it and the herd doesn’t split.

Quickly they Sort them through the hole one by one
Their	hearts	are	a	flying	as	they	get	the	job	done.

Next both hear the buzzer and the announcer’s shout
30	seconds	has	past	but	there	still	not	all	out.

So	the	flurry	continues	as	they	swap	to	each	cut	out	a	calf
The last one runs through the hole as the clock times out.

Their horses are tired as they exit the pen
One says  what a rush, I can’t wait to do it again!

And that’s the way the Sorting and Penning addiction goes,
All your Saturdays are spent and so is your dough

  
Author: Kenneth Dobbs

FUN

I went sortin a week ago and hooked up with my friend Joe.
We	rode	in	the	Masters	class	that	we	liked	so	well.	

But man I’m tellin ya it was hell. 
The cows were mean and ready to run, so I knew right then Joe

and I would have some fun. 
I	rode	through	the	hole	and	our	number	was	3,	

and there he was lookin at me.
I	cornered	him	tight	and	took	him	to	the	hole,	only	to	find	there	was	no	Joe.	I	spun	

around and seen ol Joe, he was bringin another one to the hole.
 I took off like the speed of light and caught that next one on my right.

When	all	was	over,	said	and	done,	we’d	given	those	critters	a	hell	of	a	run.	Even	
though this day we never won, let me tell ya we had some Fun!

Author: Brad Hathaway
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Due to space issues, these pages list up to the top 5 individuals in each division only. For a complete listing of the Saddle Race go to the RSNC website at www.ranchsorting.com

* Indicates Frozen Competitor
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Best BuyBest BuyProduct-of-the-YearProduct-of-the-Year

Those With No Flies Know 
Real Fly Predators® Really Work!

“...with Fly Predators, along with the education and support 
from Spalding Labs, we’re no longer inundated with fl ies as 
we were before. We’ve used other products, yet nothing 
has been as effective as Fly Predators. It’s well 
worth the investment!”
—Richard Winters Ojai, CA  National Reined Cow Horse Champion 

          Road To The Horse Winner     www.wintersranch.com

3nh2r.spalding-labs.com   •   ad code zysj7    •    1-866-228-1133
PO Box 10000 Reno, NV 89510 

FLY PREDATORS®, Bye Bye Odor® and The Little Bugs That Do A Big Job are trademarks of Spalding Laboratories, Inc. Copyright © 2012 Spalding Laboratories, Inc. All rights reserved.  

 Horses   Fly Predators Cost
            per Month    Delivered
 1-5 5,000 $ 18.95
 6-10 10,000 $ 28.95
 11-15 15,000 $ 38.95
 16-20 20,000 $ 48.95
 21-25 25,000 $ 58.95    
   26-49    $2.00/head/mo. + ship.
    Above 50 head...call for quote. 

The Little Bugs That Do A BIG Job™

If fl ies drive you and your horses crazy, depend 

on our expertise for the real deal in fl y relief. 

For 36 years we’ve helped hundreds of thousands 

of horse owners control fl ies the safe and

easy way.

Four Steps To Fly Free
We recommend a simple four step plan 

that really fi xes the problem, rather than 

just chase them away temporarily. For most folks 

just adding Fly Predators® is all that’s needed, but if 

you have fl ies coming from neighbors, adding traps 

and Bye Bye Odor to handle those “visitors” completes 

the program.

1.
   

Identify The Fly 
Determine what kinds of fl ies are bugging you and if they are coming 

from your animals or the neighbors. Different fl ies come from different 

places and require different strategies to eliminate. Our “Guide to Fly 

Control” makes this easy. It’s in your fi rst shipment and online or 

simply call and speak to our knowledgeable reps.

2.   Stop Future Flies
Stop fl ies from reproducing by cleaning up the areas where they 

breed (manure/spoiled vegetation) and adding Fly Predators. 

Many people just go after adult fl ies 

buzzing around but that’s only about 

15% of the population at any time. If 

you don’t stop the future ones you’ll 

be plagued all summer. 

Fly Predators kill fl ies before they emerge. You simply sprinkle 

Fly Predators near all manure areas every three to four weeks 

during warm months. It just takes a few minutes 

and you’ve done your fl y control for the month. 

Make Sure You Get 
Real Fly Predators 
Some fl y bugs sold under other 

brand names are not the same 

as Fly Predators. The species are 

different and the difference in 

performance can be huge! 

3.   Get Adult Flies
If needed, add traps to get 

adult fl ies. Most horse 

owners will need three 

different trap types as no 

one trap catches every fl y. We offer the most 

effective traps, proven by USDA tests, and the best how to use info.

4.
   

Don’t Invite More
Flies have a tremendous sense of smell. If you ever wondered why there 

are more in your barn than elsewhere, it’s likely BO, barn odor. Use 

Bye Bye Odor to eliminate harmful ammonia and barn odor. 

Let the fl ies fi nd someone else’s stinky barn instead. 

Call or Order Online Today
Schedule your optimum pay-as-you-go shipments 

now. For best results, start before you have fl ies. 

Use Fly Predators for one summer and if you are like most of our 

customers, you’ll use them as long as you have your animals. 

FREE Dr. Robert M. Miller Book
With your fi rst Fly Predator or Bye Bye Odor shipment, if you request it, 

we’ll include at no charge, a special and complete edition of Dr. Miller’s 

groundbreaking book, “Understanding The Ancient 

Secrets of The Horse’s Mind.”  

now. For best results, start before you have fl ies. 
Use Fly Predators for one summer and if you are like most of our 
customers, you’ll use them as long as you have your animals. 

FREE Dr. Robert M. Miller Book
With your fi rst Fly Predator or Bye Bye Odor shipment, if you request it, 

spalding ranch sorter zysj7 3nh2r.indd   1 2/29/12   7:48 PM
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Tops them all with an 
 AMAZING 1107 TEAMS!!!!!!!!!!

Watch out RSNC National Finals here they come. It 
is possible that Colorado will take home the bragging 
rights this year because they are on fire for the sport of 
Ranch Sorting. Last year Colorado broke all records 
with state finals that topped 700 teams and this year 

they didn’t only break it again they added another 400 
teams to the record. 

There is no question that contestants in Colorado are 
chomping at the bit to ride hard for the titles that lie 
ahead of them thru out the up coming year. RSNC is 

now sanctioning events all across the State and 
contestants appropriately came from all corners to 

show their stuff at the State Finals. 
This year the weather cooperated and cabin fever took 

over with 3 great days of nothing but ranch sorting. Not 
only were State titles on the line but so were big cash 

payouts that always follow big classes.
Class winners were as follows: 10 HC Nugget 

Grossetete and Justin Riley, Rookie #11 HC Jaden 
Wolfe and Jim Derrisaw, 14 RH HC Kevin Speer and 

Kason Wolfe,  #4 sort Jaden Wolfe and Kody Ward, All 
Levels HC Dwayne Haselip and Dan Seibert, 

Beginner Sort Zane Timko and Isaac Timko, 12 HC 
Chris and Dan Seibert, Satie Hawkins Claudia Hershey 

and Kevin Speer, 6 HC Claudia Hershey and Jaden 
Wolfe, 8 HC Stephanie Ewoldt and Jene Kasperbauer, 
Jr Youth Kody Ward, Masters Nugget Grossetete and 
Suzy Karlinski, Sr Youth Bailey Monnahan and Jaden 

Wolfe, 3 and Below Round Robin A Nugget Grossetete 
and Kevin Speer, 3 and Below Round Robin B Nancy 
DeVaney and Jim Ward, 3 and Below Round Robin 

C Jene Kasperbauer and Steve Torrance, 4 and above 
Round Robin Shawn Hohhalter and Chris Seibert.

State Champions were:
Beginner

Jim Ward, David Honeycutt, Kevin Moore,
Melissa Dowd & Renee Moore

Rookie
Jaden Wolfe, Hailey Derrisaw, Haley Pavlick,

Colleen McKinney & Richard Folot
Novice

Kevin Speer, Claudia Hershey, Jim Derrisaw,
Suzy Karlinski, Justin Riley

Amateur
Kason Wolfe

Open
Dan Seibert, Dwayne Haselip, Amber Haselip,

Mike Hansen & Logan Wolfe
Masters

Suzy Karlinski, Michael Tracy, Kevin Speer,
Laura Miller & Frank Schwegel

All in all it was a Record Breaking Show with Record 
Breaking Attendance from Record Breaking 

AWESOME CONTESTANTS that makes Colorado the 
State to beat when it comes to Fun Ranch Sorting 

Competition!
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South Central 
Regional 
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South Central Regional Finals hosts 720 teams

 The first ever RSNC Regional Super Sort was held in Wichita Falls 
Texas on Feb 9th, 10th and 11th. The purpose of these events are to go give more 
back to RSNC contestants and support our producers with more incentives for 
their members to participate. 720 teams took advantage of this event and all were 
treated to a quality event with an exceptional prize line. Three Todd Jey saddles 
were awarded. Joe Johnson from Oklahoma won the #1 beginners saddle. Terry 
Brooks from Oklahoma won the number 3 and 4 saddle and Mike Belter from 
Oklahoma won the 5 and above saddle. In addition Justin boots were awarded to 
the runner up in each rating catagory. Mike Belter payed a huge complement to 
Todd Jey by saying “this is the 1st saddle I have ever won that I look forward to 
riding”. RSNC is proud to award such quality saddles to our contestants.
 
 Justin Boot winners were Joel Lesh, Shawn Wyatt, Carrie Wyatt, Devon 
Lyles and Taylor Wyatt.
 
 Class Winners winning Maynard buckles and Iconocast boots were as 
follows: #11 Ranch Hand Cathy Herman and Devon Lyles, Rookie Handicap 
Gary Nelson and Shelly Fitzgerald, 12 Handicap Travis Cummings and Joel 
Lesh, 14 Ranch Hand Carrie Wyatt and Mike Belter, 6 Handicap Dylan Steeley 
and DeRoy White, 8 Handicap Joe Johnson and Rich Shaver, Beginner Ranch 
Hand Andy Teel and Mike Belter, All Levels Jared and Joel Lesh, Masters Tony 
Epperson and Dave Trammel, Youth Weston Wyatt and Mike Belter and Satie 
Hawkins Terry Brooks and Cathy Herrmann.
 
 The saddle race came down to the last class of the day for the 3 and 4 
division with 4 contestants in the running and all in the top ten of the number 8 
division.  Terry Brooks, Gary Nelson, Devon Lyles and DeRoy White were all 
within just a few points of each other. DeRoy had some bad luck and ended up 
9th and 10th for 1 1/2 points. Devon ran hard and got 4th place earning 6 points. 
Gary had a great shot with 3 teams back and placed 5th,8th and 9th for a total of 
8 points. However the leader coming in was Terry and he held off all contenders 
and clinched the win with a 2nd place and 8 points. That made for an exciting 
finish to a great weekend of Sorting.

 National Sponsors are very important and were displayed throughout the 
areas. They are Priefert who shipped in 120 panels for the event, Dream Horse, 
Justin Boots, Cinch, Purina, B and W Hitch, Pro Cutter, Synbiont, CSI Saddle 
Pads and Spaulding Fly Control, Todd Jey Saddles, Atwood Hats, Merial, Riatta 
Rake, Iconoclast, Maynard Buckles, United Vet Supply, Western Horse 
Company, Revita Vet, BG Products, and Horse Digest.

Thanks to the RSNC staff, some great cattle and a great facility the show ran 
perfectly. Each day was finished up early so contestants could enjoy their evening 
and get together for dinner and tall tales. Mr Brad Hathoway who Judges all of 
the Regionals and sees every run of every day summed it up nicely in his own 
way and we would like to share it with you.

Wichita Falls was fun and great, and if you weren’t there it’s now to late. The 
cattle were good, honest and fair, but each herd had it’s bear. Many teams made 
it work and some did not, there were no cows that could be bought. Great times 
were many, some no times as well, but I’m sure there will be some stories to tell. 
I know everyone has a place to be, so thanks to all of you from RSNC.
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